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Encrypting the Web, a “hando�”
Cafe Confusion

You sit down at the little cafe on the corner, much like the cafe where I’m sitting and

writing this story. It’s a lazy a�ernoon, you order a latte and while you’re waiting for

it, you open your laptop and connect to the only open network: FreeLittleCafeWiFi.

Why not open your email and see if your sister wrote you back? And before you

even get to Yahoo! Mail, you think, actually, you should check Facebook and see

if there are any new pictures of the nephews, and who’s coming to that party on

Saturday night.

�ere’s a handful of other people in the cafe: a teenager probably from the

high school across the street, a man with glasses tapping away on the next great

American novel, a woman working on a presentation. Everyone is using a laptop.1

A�er a few minutes scrolling, scrolling, scrolling through the news feed, you

notice that there’s a new post: it says it’s from you, but you certainly didn’t write

a post of fart jokes. �e teenager across the room snickers as she closes up her

laptop and leaves the cafe.

1It’s 2010, say, and not quite everyone is using smartphones all the time yet.
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Frustrated, you delete that post. What else did they see in your account? Hadn’t

you made sure to log in with the lock icon, and wasn’t that lock icon supposed to

protect you? Could people in the same cafe always see what you were doing online?

Who else could do that? Shouldn’t that be against the law? Shouldn’t people know

better? Did you do something wrong? Who or what was really responsible?

Hando�s

�at uneasy question of responsibility arises from an unsettled combination of

technical, legal and social processes. �ere is an implicit distribution among

technical and non-technical means of assurance for a particular value of interest

within a sociotechnical system. How you are able to communicate with friends

and family over the Internet and whether those communications are secured from

prying eyes and tampering depends both on the architecture of the Internet and the

World Wide Web and on legal and normative protections of privacy and security.

In the example above, the mischievous teenager in the cafe might have used a

small plugin called “Firesheep” that makes such eavesdropping and impersonation

a straightforward point-and-click measure. �e author of Firesheep, Eric Butler,

makes his case for who is responsible: companies operating these websites should
have implemented more widespread security with HTTPS for all connections and

creating Firesheep was a way to expose this problem more clearly.2 �at position

is well-argued, but the question of normative responsibility doesn’t have singular

answers; the Web could also be designed such that legal, rather than technical,

protections were what disincentivized the attacker; or a technical system could

prioritize accountability and auditing over protection against an attack. Or, as the

argument is sometimes made from a certain reductionist perspective, the value of

privacy might simply not exist in a certain setting, caveat emptor.3

Collaborators have de�ned a hando� as the transfer of a function or the

responsibility for some value from one actor to another between two di�erent con-

�gurations of a system (Deirdre K. Mulligan and Nissenbaum 2020). A movement

towards encrypting the Web, more speci�cally to broadly increasing the fraction

of Web tra�c communicated over TLS-encrypted channels, is such a hando�,

shi�ing the responsibility for security from that unsteady combination of factors

to a deployed technical system of HTTPS in browsers and servers.

2�e very directly titled presentation “Hey Web 2.0: Start protecting user privacy instead of
pretending to.”

3Perhaps, caveat usus, but I don’t have the ideal translation for “user.”

http://codebutler.github.io/firesheep/tc12/
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In this case, I detail the di�erent actors that make up the socio-technical sys-

tem that is the Web, its diversity of goals, and the hando� to a set of technical

guarantees for providing the value of security in online browsing. We can see how

the distribution of responsibility has changed, both a general shi� in paradigm

and a particular triggering event. How that hando� is being negotiated and imple-

mented shows how values can be conceived, debated and enacted in a complex,

distributed system.

System overview �e Web as a socio-technical system is complex in both its

makeup and function.4 Billions of end users use web browsers on personal smart-

phones, laptops, smart televisions, desktop computers at their local library or

Internet cafe. Web sites that those users visit are produced by newspapers, gov-

ernments, corporations, non-pro�ts, individual hobbyists; those sites are hosted

on servers ranging from tiny low-powered devices sitting on a bookshelf to enor-

mous server farms with distributed locations around the world. Interconnection

between those end users and those servers typically happens over the Internet,

itself an even larger system; communications typically hop from a local WiFi net-

work, to a commercial ISP, to some series of backbone providers, to a commercial

network provider, to a CDN or commercial server, and back again. Depending on

routing protocols, peering arrangements, server distribution and local network

infrastructure, those hops may cross many national boundaries and may take

many di�erent routes or all pass through a single undersea network cable.

A incomplete summary of relevant (human) actors:

• end users

• Web site developers

• browser developers

• ISP administrators

• advertising network executives

Or considering other types of actors, we might also identify key pieces of

hardware or so�ware: network switches, Web browsers, �ber-optic cables. Or

institutional actors: diverse privacy laws in theUS and EU, nation-state intelligence

agencies, commercial security companies, organized crime syndicates.

4A similar overview of the Web as a socio-technical system opens the Do Not Track hando�
case as well – these are written so that they can be read individually as discussion dra�s for the
hando�s model.
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Diversity of goals Given the diverse users of the system and the broad spectrum

of actors that compose it, theWeb also has a wide range of goals or functions. Many

people use the Web for personal communications: checking their email accounts,

posting messages to their social network accounts, reading and writing blog posts.

Commerce is a common set of functions: companies provide services for sale;

people buy both digital and physical products; online advertising is widespread;

media companies provide entertainment services. In part because the Web and

the Internet can be used for quick personal communication, intelligence agencies

also use the network for surveillance of di�erent kinds, to review the messages of

particular targets, to map social networks based on communications metadata, to

detect new security threats.

For this case study, we will look at a single goal, or a related set of functions for

which the Web could be designed: securing the communications between people

and services.

Security is a broad, multi-faceted concept: consider the C-I-A triad (Clark

and Wilson 1987) and Japanese anshin (Okumura, Shiraishi, and Iwata 2013). We

identify security as a value. Con�dential and integral communications could be

considered the relevant goal, or the goal might simply be communicating with

others and the intended constraint is for those communications to be widely

available while being free from tampering or eavesdropping.

Paradigmatic changes

Implicit trust in the network Securing communications on the Web could poten-

tially be accomplished throughmany di�erent con�gurations of the socio-technical

system. Historically (this is an overgeneralization, but stay with us), Web tra�c

was typically not encrypted between the endpoints. In order to facilitate online

commerce – as users were concerned about entering their credit card numbers into

such a new and less-understood system – transport-layer security standards were

developed and many sites implemented that security for speci�c security-focused

operations, like entering payment information or sending passwords for logging

in to accounts.

�is paradigm – occasional security with user con�rmation – presumes trust

in a range of network intermediaries. Assurance of the con�dentiality of commu-

nications with your email provider, say, depended on the discretion of the ISP and

other network backbone providers. Integrity of communications against modi�ca-

tion by intermediaries was simply not provided as a technical matter; occasionally
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network providers would insert advertising or noti�cations for the subscriber.5

Laws, regulations, norms and market forces could provide an incentive for those

network intermediaries towards securing unencrypted communications against

unwanted disclosure or troublesome tampering. Because those companies were

typically regulated and within the jurisdiction of national governments, law en-

forcement or intelligence agencies had the technical and legal capability, at their

discretion, to intercept any particular Internet communication. Relying on norms

and legal backing, network operators, technical designers or expert users may

have expected that such discretionary activity would be abnormal in the United

States or other liberal democracies. Technical enforcement (transport-layer secu-

rity, based on a PKI of certi�cate authorities) was most o�en used for explicitly

sensitive data. Technical protection against downgrade attacks was limited or

absent. Implicitly or explicitly, users had the responsibility to con�rm through

browser UI that a connection was secure before entering credit card numbers,

passwords or sensitive information in order to obtain that technical support of

con�dentiality. Understanding error messages about the security of connections

was challenging and users are faced with various seals and lock iconography with

unclear implications (Sunshine et al. 2009).

Surveillance revelations as trigger To identify a singular trigger for the re-thinking

and re-engineering of such a massive sociotechnical system, even limited to this

particular function of secure communications, would be handwaving over a com-

plex history. �e position that the whole web should use HTTPS was common

in certain communities before 2013, for various reasons related to privacy and

security.

However, there are indications of a turning point in rhetoric and a substantial

change in the momentum of action towards a new hando� con�guration that can

be related – in time and by explicitly-stated motivation – to the revelations in 2013

of widespread mass surveillance by the NSA and GCHQ.

Statements from engineers at the time indicate an acknowledgement of the

previous hando� between state and technical actors, as well as the shi�.6

A new paradigm: encrypted transport everywhere Driven by evidence of tamper-

ing with web tra�c by ISPs and other intermediaries and widespread passive

5For example, Comcast has documented their noti�cation system that inserts Javascript into
web pages visited by the user (Chung et al. 2011).

6Dramatically: “we had a good thing / you messed it up [. . . ] never again” (�omson 2014).
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surveillance by state actors, recommendations for Web security moved towards

encrypted transport (HTTPS) being ubiquitous or expected for all (or most) kinds

of Web usage. Rather than relying on the user to know when HTTPS was appro-

priate or necessary and manually con�rm its use, servers were provided with the

means to suggest or force usage of secure communications.7 In this paradigm –

security for all Web tra�c, driven by server and browser, the user is out of the loop;
Web communications are to have con�dentiality, integrity and authentication by

default, without user intervention, or even user understanding. In terms of threat

modeling, the network is considered an attacker; widespread passive surveillance

is directly addressed and not just for commercial activity but for personal informa-

tion, various powerfulWeb capabilities, and for browsing activity in general; active

downgrade attacks are mitigated; active, targeted man-in-the-middle attacks are

made more observable.

Modalities of regulation during transition �e shi� described here – from oc-

casional security to encryption everywhere – is remarkable in the breadth of

re-engineering of technology and re-thinking of norms and practices in a large,

diverse and not centrally-controlled group. To give an explanation of that tran-

sition might be to explain why, what motivated that change in paradigm, what

upset the existing hando� and directed the community towards a di�erent one.

Identifying the trigger (above) is an attempt at such an explanation. Comparing

the paradigms themselves and what actors are responsible for security in each is

an explanation of what the hando� consists in. But another kind of explanation is

to describe how a change is e�ected.

In using the hando� model, and as is common in analyses of tech policy, we

can refer to di�erent modes of action or di�erent modalities of regulation. For

example, from Lessig, we can refer to law, architecture, markets and norms as

distinct modalities to regulate behavior, with distinctive properties (1999).

During this transitional time of negotiated re-engineering, the di�erent groups

of actors identi�ed use di�erent modalities of regulation; their activities are nu-

merous and diverse. �e actors and the modalities they try to use are perhaps not

what we would initially assume.8

7In short: UIR, HSTS, the preload list.
8Whether this assumption is obvious or common I’m not sure, but I think we could typify

government actors as using law, corporate actors as using market pressures, engineers as using
architecture, advocates as focusing on norms.
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Modalities of regulation interact substantially; there are rarely sharp bound-

aries. I attempt to group the actions employed during this transition by the modal-

ity of regulation that is predominant in each situation. In each case, the action

is regulating in the sense that it in�uences the action of some other actor in our

system, separate even from the actions that regulate the ongoing activity within

our new or old hando� con�gurations.

Market Centralization in the technology �eld means that many of the companies

that compete in onemarket also play a role in others. Microso� famously produces

and sells operating systems (Windows), and is also a signi�cant browser developer

(Internet Explorer) and operates a search engine (Bing), web sites (MSN) and

online advertising. �at multiplicity means that a browser vendor might use

an alternative corporate role to in�uence a development of the Web. Google

announced (Bahajji and Illyes 2014) that sites served over HTTPS would receive a

boost in search results rankings.9 Given the commercial importance of appearing

high on a Google search results page (see: the SEO market), Web site operators

had a new incentive to adopt HTTPS, even if it might incur the cost of purchasing

certi�cates or upgrading hardware and so�ware.

Corporate actors weren’t the only ones to identify market incentives as im-

portant to this engineering change. �e Let’s Encrypt project was a collaboration

between key companies (browser vendors, CDNs) and non-pro�t advocates (EFF)

to establish a new certi�cate authority (CA), in many ways in direct competition

with commercial players. Most signi�cantly, Let’s Encrypt provides the certi�cates

necessary for authenticated HTTPS web sites at no cost. Where previously a small

web site developer might have had to pay on the order of $10 a year to purchase

and renew a certi�cate, Let’s Encrypt made the process free and mostly automated.

�is was no doubt an application of direct economic incentives, but it also played a

substantial rhetorical role in the larger process of convincing reluctant developers

to embrace adoption of a new technology.

Architecture One debate that illustrates the particular uses of architectural fea-

tures was the proposal to add “opportunistic encryption” to the HTTP standard.

Di�erent proposals might have operationalized that di�erently, but the suggestion

was for servers and browsers to negotiated an unauthenticated encrypted channel

9If it weren’t so bene�cial for end users, we might expect that to fall under anti-trust scrutiny,
as when the Department of Justice investigated Microso� for using its OS monopoly to in�uence
the Web browser market.
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even when a certi�cate wasn’t available. �e motivation was to provide protection

against passive surveillance (this would apply both to the teenager in the cafe and

the NSA, in most cases) but without the more substantial guarantees from full

HTTPS. In particular, that debate turned on whether Web site operators would

consider the opportunistic encryptionmode “good enough” and be disincentivized

from providing additional security.10

Technical standardization proposals have also been used by parties opposed

to the spreading of end-to-end encryption. A number of companies provide

commercial services that depend upon inspecting and altering communications

between Internet users: for example, anti-virus vendors or providers of ex�ltration

detection and prevention. �ese “middleboxes” want the capability to intercept

these encrypted communications, decrypting them upon receipt, doing inspection

for malicious attacks or the departure of sensitive data, and then re-encrypting

them. While some end-to-end encryption proponents simply object to this model

at all (given the potential for abuse of employees and customers, or alternative

methods to achieve those security goals), some vendors have proposed standard

ways for explicitly including a proxy as a party to the encryption, breaking end-to-

end con�dentiality, but maintaining some level of transparency or integrity. As

implemented, these architectural means can allow for the continued operation of

certain middlebox business models; they also serve a persuasive purpose in trying

to promote alternatives that aren’t fully end-to-end encrypted, or to provide a

negotiating position that end-to-end encryption will be broken in various contexts.

Browser vendors can also use user interface design (which is typically explicitly

not standardized across browsers) as an incentive for site operators to adopt

security measures. �ese changes are typically made gradually, but Chrome has

also signaled that it will eventually treat Web pages loaded over HTTP as explicitly

“Not secure.”

�at red warning triangle might indicate to users something about the security

situation that has long been normal, that there was no technical guarantee. More

important for the purposes of this transition, it also provides a visual discriminator

that might encourage users who are comparing sites to be cautious or wary of sites

that are HTTP only. In that way, the code delivered to the many users of Google

Chrome (on in this case, the blog post announcing some future changes in code)

can a�ect market incentives.

10Would users be given some UI feedback that the channel was encrypted? If they were, it
could more feasibly provide that disincentive for site operators. As some argued, even if users
never realized that there was some additional level of security, they could still bene�t from it.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of eventual treatment of HTTP in Google Chrome (Schechter 2016).

Norms

�e IETF community’s technical assessment is that PM [pervasive

monitoring] is an attack on the privacy of Internet users and organisa-

tions. �e IETF community has expressed strong agreement that PM

is an attack that needs to be mitigated where possible, via the design

of protocols that make PM signi�cantly more expensive or infeasible.

(Farrell and Tschofenig 2014)

�ese are strong, blunt statements from a technical standard-setting organi-

zation. While direct about the values implicated (privacy), the framing is also

limited in discussing “technical assessment” and denoting “attack” as a technical

term rather than a judgment of malice. Similarly, while this is a community call

for addressing surveillance in the design of standards, it is not as strict about

speci�c conclusions as it might be. (�ere have been discussions of a “no new

plaintext” document, but no such strict policy statements have been published.)

Recognizing a consensus and describing “strong agreement” among a group is one

way to document and encourage a change in norm.

Laws State actors notably have access to another mode of regulation of action;

they can pass laws, rules and regulations and use law enforcement and penalties

to encourage compliance. US intelligence agencies have repeatedly called for laws
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that wouldmore explicitly restrict use of encryption so that wiretapping of Internet

communications for law enforcement investigations would be easier. Legislative

proposals from the FBI in May of 2013, for example, would have added �nancial

penalties of $25,000 a day for Internet companies that did not successfully provide

wiretap capabilities (Savage 2013).

�is is another phase of the “Crypto Wars,”11 a popular term used to describe

debates between law enforcement and Internet companies and civil liberties advo-

cates over the accessibility of encryption to the public. While these are debates

over potential legislation, we might also interpret the very public statements of

government o�cials as attempts to in�uence the norms of design of Internet

communications technology.

Using hando�s

What do we gain from the hando�s model of analysis for the shi� to encrypting

Web tra�c?

Identifying the hando� in values provides some protection against the naive

assumption that a value simply didn’t exist or wasn’t provided prior to its technical

implementation. Con�dentiality of communications existed prior to TLS or to

HTTPS-everywhere, it was just an unsteady assurance, provided by a mix of legal,

social and market incentives. Identifying a trigger and a new paradigm provides

a richer explanation of why this massive re-engineering of a system took place

rather than a purely technical one: that a value wasn’t present before, and now

suddenly was.

In some ways the hando� here is straightforward, and may be a model for

security features in many cases: discretion and responsibility is being removed

from the end user (or some uncertain assumptions about other participants) and

enforced cryptographically. To the end user, this might just appear like simple

progress: if only more responsibilities for security vulnerabilities could be taken

out of our hands (less constant vigilance about lock icons required, say) and instead

guaranteed technically.

But how the hando� is actually accomplished is more complex: it relies on

the coordination of many di�erent actors – Web server operators around the

world, notably, among others – and a combination of norms, market forces and

architectural changes developed the path to the new paradigm. We can look at

11Orperhaps, as newproposals are about the re-designing of technology altogether, the “Design
Wars” (Deirdre K. Mulligan and Doty 2016).
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hando�s as shi�ing responsibility for a value, but also a triggering event and

actions not just within each static paradigm but the modalities that move the

socio-technical system between them.

When we apply the samemodel to Do Not Track,12 we’ll see a di�erent hando�

(not just human vigilance to security guarantee) but also a di�erent set of actions

within and between paradigms.
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